Carbide cuners
Turning Revolution for Boring Bar Systems
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by Lyle Jamieson

HUNTER TOOL LEADS THE WAY
The newest advancement in turning hollow forms is the
use of a round, razor-sharp carbide cutter. These carbide
cutters use advanced nanograin technology to achieve
an extremely sharp edge that is extremely wear resistant.
Mike Hunter (www.hunterwoodturningtool.com)
introduced this new cutter in February 2006 and is leading
the way in producing after-market cutter assemblies for
handheld boring bars, as well as supported backrest
hollowing systems already on the market. Wood Magazine
in the "Shop Proven Products" section rated the Hunter
tool as the best new tool with a five-star rating (September
2007).

VANTAGES
There are two major advantages of the carbide cutter
over the conventional high-speed steel (HSS) scraper cut
ter commonly used for hollow form turning. First, it never
needs sharpening. In fact, it can't be sharpened by the
consumer to the same razor-sharp factory edge. These
cutters are predicted to last 25 to 30 times longer (some
suggest that it could even be 100 times longer) than HSS
scrapers. Of course, there are many variables that affect
tool life, and these include wet wood, dry wood, dust and
dirt, silica, coarse grain, tight grain, and the hardness of
the wood being turned, so the mileage might vary.
The second advantage-even more important to me
than its long-lived sharp edge-is the "off the tool" surface
quality of the cut. On end grain oriented hollow forms, the
dedicated angle of the carbide cutter assembly slices
through the end grain cleanly, whereas an HSS cutter
tends to tear up the end grain. The slicing/shearing action
of the carbide cutter leaves a superior surface behind and
reduces sanding time. It behaves similarly to a hook or ring
tool on the inside of an end-grain hollow form or lidded
box. There is one caution, however, the cutter is much
easier to cut with than a scraper and you can get in
trouble on a thin wall before you know it!

and some fuzzy grain. Fuzzed-up grain is usually a good
indicator of a dull tool. However. the only time I see
any fuzzed-up grain is when I am using the cutters in
the "scraping" mode-usually when undercutting a shoul
der.
Another consideration is that I want to take advan
tage of the entire 360 0 sharp edge before I discard the
cutter. So how do I differentiate between that which
is used and that which is still sharp? (No, you can't mark
it-I haven't found anything that will stay on carbide.)
I've found a straightforward solution to both problems:
I simply loosen the Torx screw and randomly expose a
new edge every time I start a new vessel. Then, after I
have turned a number of hollow forms and used the
cutter for dozens of hours, I can just assume that the entire
circumference is dull and replace it with an inexpensive
new cutter.

IJIffERENT CUTS IN DiffERENT PLACES
Let's envision the cutter assembly locked in a boring bar
swivel assembly and positioned straight forward. Looking
toward the headstock and down on the cutter, imagine a
clock face (see Fig. 1).
When presenting the 8:30 to 9:30 section of the c.utter
to the wood, the cutting action mimics that of a negative
rake scraper. From the 10 o'clock to 12 o'clock section,
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ISADVANTAGE
There is one problem. yes ... a problem with the cutter-it is
very hard to tell when it's time to replace it. I have been
using the cutters for almost 100% of my hollowing and
have used them for both hogging out wood and for
making finishing passes to clean up stray tool marks. After
many. many vessels and dozens of hours of use, I have
finally started to see some deterioration of the edge

Fig. 1

These cutters will cut differently
depending on where you cut.
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BAD

NEWS
Fig. 2
The cutter cuts best in this direction
when doing the bottom.

Cutting in this manner will get you in trouble.

strive to make "downhill," fiber-supported cuts. Cutting
techniques should also change, depending on whether
you are cutting end grain or side grain. I prefer to use the
boring bar system fitted with the swivel tip so that,
depending on the grain orientation, I can take advantage
of the three cutting options: riding the bevel. slicing, and
scraping. When hollowing end grain, I usually use the
bevel-riding or slicing action and use the scraping option
when undercutting a shoulder.

LEARNING CURVE

CORRECT
Fig. 3
This direction is best for cutting
the side of the hollow vessel.

you get an angled slicing action that is very efficient and
easy to cut with. In fact, this is the workhorse section of the
cutter which gets most of the use and abuse. At the 12
o'clock position, you will get a bevel-supported cut from
the tip of the tool that cuts with a slicing action and leaves
an unbelievable surface behind. T~e cutter will not cut in
the 12 o'clock to the 3 o'clock position. If you present this
quadrant to the wood, it will just rub the shaft and the bot
tom edge of the cutter, and may even cause some chat
ter and/or vibration.
You must always consider the grain orientation and
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HSS cutters can be directed any which way and will still
produce a cut. However, there is a bit of a learning curve
with the carbide cutter.
For example. the cutting action of the carbide cutter
will always be to the left, because the dedicated angled
cutter will try to "climb" if you try to cut to the right. Most of
the time with supported systems, this will not produce a
catch, but it will cause the cutter to skate. In addition,
when hollowing up under a high shoulder, make sure to
get the waste wood out of the middle behind the shoulder
of the vessel. This will prevent an inadvertent skate should
you bump the waste wood under the shoulder behind the
cut.
Fig. 2 shows the correct and incorrect direction for
cutting the end grain on the bottom of a hollow form. Fig.
3 shows the correct and incorrect direction of a cut com
ing up the side of a hollow form vessel. Fig. 4 shows the
incorrect way to hollow by leaving the waste wood in the
way behind the cut.
The cutter needs to cut pulling toward the shoulder of
the vessel when the cutter is swiveled to the left. Actually.
"left" is now pulling the cut toward the tailstock (see Fig.
3). This shearing/slicing cut produces a shaving rather than
sawdust, as a scraping cut would produce. Try it out on the
nastiest wood you can find and you will be a believer.

G 00 THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES
I like the efficiency of the 3/16"-diameter carbide cutter
smaller really is better here! I've learned that I can make a
number of smaller cuts and remove wood much faster
than I can by grinding away with a larger cutter. In addi
tion, larger cutters stress both the wood and your chucking
method, and I am able to turn deeper vessels much easier
and with less vibration with this system. Excessive vibration
can destroy a laser.

RNALTHOUGHTS
The new carbide cutters are being used in various appli
cations; however, I prefer to limit my use to hollowing with
a supported boring bar system. There are big advantages
when using it with the supported systems, even when
doing smaller items like lidded vessels and Christmas orna
ments. But for bowls, I prefer to stick with a bowl gouge to
get a bevel-supported cut moving the correct direction
downhill to the grain. I think 1hat I have more control to
get the desired shape.
This carbide cutter is the best thing since sliced bread
for hollowing really! No sharpening, easier hollowing, and
less sanding it doesn't get any better than that. It takes a
few vessels 10 master, but I think it's worth the effort.
Mike Hunter and I have recently developed a carbide
cuHer assembly that will go the o1her way. This reverse
angle cutter is for those turners who wan1 the efficiency of
going the correct direction to grain orientation. The sheer
ing cuts can now be used in both directions, left and right,
to go "downhill" to the grain. This new accessory can be
used for bowls and hollow form turning whether they are
end-grain or side-grain oriented.

IMPORTANT TIP
Every time the torx wrench is used to move
the carbide cutter the torx screw hole MUST
be cleaned out. The dust and moisture from
hollowing will impact the screw hole. Take a
safety pin and use the sharp tip to clean inside
the screw hold and blowout the dust. Putting
the wrench in the screw hole with dust in it will
cause the torx screw to be stripped. If it strips,
you are dead in the water.

NEW

For Advanced Turners

I have a new reverse angle carbide cutter
available to take advantage of the grain
Ly~
and cutting to the right.

lvle Jamieson
lyle Jamieson is a full-time wood
turning sculptor and instructor
from Traverse City, Michigan. His
figurative sculptures are sold to
plastic surgeons and others all
over the world. The Jamieson
boring bar and laser measuring
systems have changed the way
people are doing hollow forms.
lyle welcomes your questions
and comments,
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